Wasatch High School – Boys Soccer
Disclosure Statement

1. The maximum number of participants for Varsity and Junior Varsity combined will be set at 34 players, two of which may be goalkeepers, while the minimum number of participants is set at 28. The number of participants may vary from year to year within this range depending upon the discretion of the coaching staff. The 9th grade team will consist of a maximum number of 20 participants with a minimum of 16, two of which may be goalkeepers.

2. Tryouts will be used to select the team members. Tryouts will be a minimum of four sessions and a maximum of six sessions, usually two sessions a day, one in the morning and one in the evening.

3. All UHSAA Eligibility Rules and Standards must be followed in order to try out. Every potential player must meet Wasatch School District rules and guidelines along with a minimum standard of 2.00 gpa and no more than one failure. All citizenship grades must meet a minimum standard of no ‘U’s or ‘UA’s on the high school transcript.

4. Boys soccer will begin Wednesday, February 25, 2015 and end Thursday, May 21, 2015. Players should expect to participate every Monday through Friday with an occasional Saturday.

5. A schedule of the season will be given to each participant.

6. To tryout and participate in boys soccer there are no out of season requirements. However, touches on the ball certainly increase a player’s skill level, tactical awareness, and can increase other inherent soccer nuances. It is recommended that players try to participate on other out of season soccer teams, participate in a one week team soccer camp, participate in an individual soccer camp, play in the yard or neighborhood pick up games, etc. There are multiple ways in which a player can get more touches on a ball in the off season. Wasatch High School Boys Soccer Team participates in the Snow College Wasatch Soccer Camp in Ephraim the last week of June each year.

7. There are many athletes that participate in multiple sports and are encouraged to do so. Often times participating in another sport or activity can rejuvenate the soccer player in the off season while learning other motor skills that can translate into becoming a better soccer player.

8. The cost of playing soccer for WHS varies depending upon the participant. Players who are able to use some of the purchased equipment for more than a year are able to save a little on the cost for each year. A player is required to pay a $50 participation fee which helps the school district cover costs for transportation, officials, etc. Typically players pay an additional $150 - 200 that helps cover costs of shorts, socks, sweats, equipment, team pictures, team banquet, and other miscellaneous costs. Players and parents are notified of what the specific items are.

9. Dawain M. Wheatley, Cevin Carr, and Jared Hendry, are the school employees that are responsible for Varsity and Junior Varsity soccer with Coach Wheatley taking the ultimate responsibility under the direction of the Athletic Director, Claire Mair. Corbin Remund and Ross Menlove are the freshmen team coaches.

10. The UHSAA, Wasatch High School and the coaching staff encourage good sportsmanship and ethical behavior when teaching players how to conduct themselves. Coaches are to exemplify such behavior.

11. Soccer has some inherent risk in the sport that players and parents assume by participation in athletics. The coaches will adhere to prudent and accepted methods of coaching.

12. For any further information you may contact Coach Wheatley at school (654-0640) or at (801-471-5224). You may also contact the Athletic Director, Claire Mair at school.

Parent/Player Signatures Required: